
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL- BPKIHS, DHARAN 
Class –VII     Half-Yearly Examination- 20.09.2022  Sub : English  

Time:3 Hrs           Max Marks : 80 

 

General Instructions:                                                                                                                            
*This paper consists of 3 sections- A, B & C.                                                                                          

*Don’t write any answer in the blanks given in the question paper.       

*All questions are compulsory.                                                                                                                                   
*Write correct number of the questions and its sub-sections, if any , in your answer sheet.                  

*Attempt all questions of a section together.                                                                                             
 

Section-A : Reading   [20 marks] 
 

Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 
 

“Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.”  

1. These are the words inscribed on the Statue of Liberty in New York. But ironically, those who go there are not 

the poor and the wretched but the skilled and the highly qualified doctors, engineers, scientists, nurses and 

technicians, from other countries including India.  

2.The urge to go to the West has become compelling in India in the post- independence years. Both the world 

wars and political disturbance like civil wars and revolutions, increased large migrations during the first half of 

this century. The migrations in the latter half stemmed from economic motivation. People in power like scientists 

and skilled persons have, from the very beginning, played a key role in international migration.  

3.The specific objectives of the anti-brain drain policies, within the framework of independent development, are 

to bring back to a limited extent, the lost talents and skills from abroad and reduce the outflow in the short run and 

finally end it, except that necessitated by genuine, multi-lateral international dependence . 

4.Brain Drain means professionals going abroad to work. This is not good because nowadays all the good brains 

are going out to work for other countries. If they had efficiently utilized their brains in this country, India could 

have been a better country. America has become a developed country, because there maximum number of 

employees consists of Indians only, So if those employees had worked for India, India would surely have become 

America. So Brain Drain is not good from economic point of view. 

IA. Answer any four of the following questions: (Any four)                                                    (2X4=8) 

(i).What kind of people go to America? 

(ii).When did the urge to go abroad become compelling in India? 

(iii).Who have played a key role in international migration?  

(iv).What is meant by ‘Brain Drain’?  

(v).What were the objectives of the anti- brain drain policies? 

B. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct options:(Any four)                     (1X4=4)                                                                                

(i) What is meant by the word ‘ inscribed’? (para 1) 

(a) designed                     (b) written                 (c) read                            (d)  printed     

(ii) Find the word from the passage which means ‘upset’. (para 2) 

(a)wars                             (b) motivation           (c) migrations                  (d) disturbance 

(iii) Find the word opposite in meaning to ‘earnings’.  

(a)expenses                      (b) compensation       (c) policies                       (d) skills 

(iv) Find the word from the passage opposite in meaning to, ‘minimum’? (para 4) 

(a)developer                     (b) economic              (c) maximum                    (d) drain 

(v) What is meant by ‘urge’ in para 1? 

(a) wish                              (b) advise                 (c) pray                              (d) strong desire 
 

 II. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

(1) The white tiger is an offspring of Bengal tiger, which has the necessary gene for white coloring. It has 

beautiful black stripes on a white coat. This species of animal has blue eyes and a pink nose.  



(2)A pure white tiger is totally white without any stripe, which is due to the presence of double recessive allele in 

the genetic code. It happens only in the Bengal tiger subspecies, and only one in 10,000 births can have it 

naturally. White tigers are rarely seen in the wild, and only twelve of them have been spotted in India since last 

one-hundred years. Tigers have a life-span of 10-15 years. They are solitary animals and are fond of hunting at 

night. Their diet consists of any animals that they can catch, and can eat up to 40 pounds of meat at one time. 

After such a big meal, they usually remain away for several days from food. 

(3) They are slow runners, but good swimmers. They are poor climbers and cannot climb a tree easily. They live 

in an area ranging from 10-30 square miles depending upon the availability of prey, water and shelter. Habitat 

loss, poaching and expansion of human population have together contributed to their becoming endangered. They 

are widely hunted for their body – parts, which are used in traditional Chinese medicines.  

(4)Genetic inbreeding is another reason for their endangerment. Due to shortage in their number, this species of 

animal has been subjected to inbreeding. It has resulted in high mortality rates and severe disabilities. About 80 

percent of the white tiger cubs are born with serious birth- defect related to inbreeding, and they soon die- off.  

(5) The critical condition of this animal has attracted the attention of conservationists worldwide. World Wildlife 

federation (WWF), defenders of wildlife, and many other wildlife organizations are working with the support of 

the government for the cause of protecting them from becoming extinct. Once they become extinct, it will not be 

possible to bring them back to life. 

IIA. Answer the following questions? (Any Four)                                                                          (1X4=4) 

(i)Why is a pure white tiger totally white? 

(ii) How long can tigers survive? 

(iii) Why are they widely hunted?  

(iv) What are the factors contributing to the white tigers becoming endangered? 

(v)What are the two agencies working for the protection of tigers? 

B. Choose the correct alternatives:                                                                                                  (1X4=4) 

(i) Tigers are ……. climbers and cannot climb a tree easily. 

(a) expert                                 (b) poor                    (c) good                                   (d) worst 

(ii) The White tigers is an offspring of ……... 

(a) Chennai tiger                      (b) Rajasthan tiger   (c) Punjab tiger                      (d) Bengal tiger 

(iii) What is the synonym of ‘extinct’? 

(a) existing                             (b) deceased              (c) extant                                (d) exciting 

(iv) What is the word from the passage which means the same as ‘hereditary’? 

(a) traditional                           (b) species               (c) genetic                                (d) inbreeding 

 Section-B: Writing & Grammar                 (20marks)  
 III. Prepare a speech for the morning assembly on any one topic in not more than 100-120 words.   (5)                                                                                                               

“Good Manners” 

       OR 

“Importance of Tree” 

IV. Write a story in140-150 words with the help of the following outlines and give a suitable title:  (5)                               

Tortoise and hare –good friends –tortoise –known for his slow speed-hare has fast speed –makes   fun of tortoise 

–challenges him –referee  selected –race starts –hare overconfident – takes a nap –tortoise wins.   

OR 

Complete the story in 140-150 words which begins as the following and give a suitable title: 

Last Saturday was my grandmother’s birthday. We wanted to give her a surprise ………. 
 

V. Choose the best word from the options given in bracket to complete the following passage: (1X4=4)                                                                                                              

Birds and animals live in the lap (i.) ………… ( in, of, on, for ) nature and can predict the likely changes 

accurately. Swallows usually fly high  (ii.) ………(to, on, in, of  ) the sky. But during a storm, they come down 

(iii.) …………….(nor, or, but, and) fly close to the ground. If they fly low you (iv.)…………. (would, should,  

might,  could ) be sure of strong winds . 

 
 



VI. Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles:                                                              (0.5X6=3)     

(i)……………weary traveller stopped at(ii)……………Bedouin’s tent and asked for shelter 

for(iii)…………night. Without any delay,(iv) ………….man killed(v) ……………….chicken and handed it to 

his wife for (vi)………………guest’s supper.  
 

VII. Rearrange the jumbled words or phrases to meaningful sentences:   (Any 3)      (1X3=3)   
 

(i).day / Anil  /  was / a / dreamer 

(ii). off / to / how / flew / he /see / loved  / the birds  

(iii), for /  birds / door / him / the / opened another    

(iv). to  / wished  /  he / fly / them / how /   like  

Section C:              Literature      (40 marks) 

VIII. Read the extract and answer the following questions.                                            (1X5=5) 
 

“And he could hardly believe it 

that in his helmet 

and in his bulky space suit  

he’d stirred that far dust” 

 i. Who is the ‘he’ mentioned in the above stanza ?  

ii. What is the meaning of the word ‘bulky’?                                                                                     

ii. What was the person’s profession? 

iv. Who is the poet and name the poem?                 

v. What could he hardly believe? 

OR 

“Old branches ache 

tree stands naked in the storms 

deep frozen bleak and bare 

deep underground life lies sleeping 

the tree sleeps  

and waits for the returning ……… 

from his woody dreams” 

i. When  is tree said to ‘naked’ and why? 

ii.What is ‘the life that lies sleeping’ deep underground? 

iii. What is the tree waiting for? 

iv. Who is the poet and name the poem?   

v.In which season would the sun wake up the tree?              
 

IX. Read the extract and answer the following questions.                                            (1X5=5) 
 

“During the launch, I don’t think we went home at all. We’d come in the morning, spend the day and night, 

perhaps go home for a short while the next afternoon to eat and sleep for a few hours and come back. But for an 

important mission like…….” 

(i)Whom are ‘we’ referred to? 

(ii)What is the important mission mentioned above? 

(iii) How long did the ‘we’ work for the mission in a day? 

(iv) What lesson do you learn from them? 

(v) Why didn’t the ‘we’ go back home? 

OR 

 “I can’t hang about all afternoon. There’s another trip to make and ……………….” 

 i. Who is the speaker and who is the speaker talking to?                                                                                     

ii. Why does the speaker mean by ‘hang about all afternoon’? 

 



iii. What is the person’s profession and why does the person seem to be in a hurry? 

iv. Who is the author of the story and name the chapter?                      

v.  On what context are the above lines said?                                                       

                                                                

X. A.  Answer any “four” of the following questions in 40-50 words                                   (3X4=12)      
 

i. How did Stephen prove the doctors wrong and what is the lesson we learn from his life?                    

ii. Who are the three Indian Spacewomen and what is the message they want to give to all the women around?  

iii. How did the children take care of Adolf?  

iv. What gift did Scrooge send Cratchit on Christmas? How did he feel after giving the gift? 

v.  In what ways was Grandmother eco-friendly? Was she successful? 
 

B. Answer any “two” of the following questions in 40-50 words                                          (3X2=6)      

i. How do you learn that Mr. Ratnam was a shrewd businessman?  

ii. Who is Nathu? What did he realize at the end? 

iii. What does the singing of the tree indicate? 
 

XI. Answer any “One” of the following questions in 140-150 words                                  (6X1=6)      

How did the family members react at Maggie’s cutting her hair? Who supported her at the end?. 

Or 

‘Haste makes waste’ Do you agree with the proverb? Write in context to ‘The Last Truck Ride’ as to how haste 

makes waste.  
 

XII. Choose any ‘one’ and answer in 140-150 words                                                            (6X1=6)   

      

 Imagine you are Pip. Write a diary entry in the first person between 140-150 words as to why you fell the need to 

study with Biddy?         

Or                                                                                          

Who was the stranger that Pip met at the public –house Three Jolly Bargemen? What did the stranger do draw 

Pip’s  attention ?    

BEST OF LUCK 
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 8=k|ToosL kl/efiffe]b j pbfx/0f]+ s] ;fylnv]+.                 @=% 

r=;j{gfd ls;] sxt] x}+< sf]O{ bf] pbfx/0f b]s/ :ki6 s/]+.           @=%  

&= ckgL /rgflxGb':tfgklqsf d]+ 5kjfgf rfxt] x}+ O;s] lnP 

;+kfbg s] gfdkqlnv].                                  % 

*=Ps lbgd}g] ;kgf b]vfzLif{s k/ cg'R5]b lnv]+.% 

(=cy{ lnvjfSoagfP+–                                       $ 

eJo, o1, IfL0f, ;Ddlt . 

!)=k|Zgf]T/ lnv]+– 

sf=Sofdfwjbf; lg:jfy{ yf<@=% 

]v=gf6s d]+ cfksf] ;a;] a'l4dfg kfq sf}g nufcf}/ Sof]+<@=% 

u=v"g sf] efg'dlt sf lk6f/f Sof]+sxfhftf x} <@=% 

3=ld7fO{jfn] s] sf}g ;] u'0ff]+ s] sf/0f ;eLp;sL f]/ lvr] rn] hft] y]< @=% 

8==lsgaftf]+ ;] 1ft xf]tf x} ls dfwjbf; s] hljg d]+ ;+kggtfyfcf}/ 

lsgaftf]= ;] 1ft xf]tf x} ls jx ;'vLgxL+ yf<                          @=% 

r=k]8 cf}/ v+e] sL bf]:tL ls; k|sf/ x'O{<                                  @=% 

!!=dxfef/t ;]                                                          

  S=bf}kbLkf+rf]+ kf+8jf]+ sLktgL ls; k|sf/ sxnfO{<@=% 

  V=nfIfu[x sf lgdf{0f ls;g] s/jfof< kf+8j ls; k|sf/ jxf{ ;] arlgsn]<@=% 

  U=s0f{ ;"tk'qls;lnPsxnfof<  @=% 

!@=s7k'tnL sljtf sf efjfy{lnlvP.                          % 

 



≥ 

;dfKt 
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Time:3 Hrs          Max Marks : 80 

Section – A [6x1=6] 

1. Write down a pair of integers whose sum is -10. 

2. Express a) 5 cm into a meter 

             b) 5 cm into a kilometer  

3. Write the equation for the given statement  

If you take away 7 from one seventh of a number you get 12. 

4. Find 3 
1

3
  ÷ 2 

1

3
 

5. Find the product of   

(i) (- 10) x (- 4) x (-3) x 1 

           6. Find the ratio of 9 m to 27 cm.  

Section –B  [6 x 2=12 ] 

          7.  Write the negative and the positive integer whose sum is – 5  

           8. Simplify : 8.708 – 4.682 + 1.562 – 3.059 

           9. Multiply and reduce it in lowest term. 

a. 20 x 
4

5
b. 13 x 

1

3
 

10. Find 

a. 
4

9
÷
2

3
   b. 

6

13
÷ 7 

11. Express as rupees as decimal. 

a. 235 paisa  

12. How much less is 28 km than 46.6 km.  

Section – C [10 x 3=30] 

            13. Find the value of x in the following using figure . if l is parallel to m 

 

             14. Solve. 

a. 7m + 
19

2
 = 13 

15. In an isoceles triangle the base angle are equal. The vertex angle is 40. What are the base 

angle of a triangle. 

           

 



 

         16. There are 6 marbles in a box with numbers from 1 to 6 mark on each of them. 

a. Find the probability of drawing a marble with number 2. 

b. Find the probability of drawing a marble with number 5. 

17. Which is greater 
2

7
 of  

3

4
   or   

3

5
  of   

3

8
 

           18. Arrange in descending order. 

a. 
1

5
 , 
3

7
 , 

7

10
 

19. Solve. 

a. 2
2

3
  + 3

1

2
 

 

          20. Verify the following.  

a. (–21) × [(– 4) + (– 6)] = [(–21) × (– 4)] + [(–21) × (– 6)] 

          21. Find the product of .  

a. (- 20) x (-2) x (- 5 ) x 7 

b. ( - 18 ) x (- 10) x9 

22. A two wheeler covers a distance of 55.3 km in one liter of petrol. How much distance will if 

cover in 10 l of petrol. 

Section – D [8x 4=32] 

            23. In the given figure, the arms of two angles are parallel. 

If ∠ABC = 70o, then find 

(i) ∠DGC 

(ii) ∠DEF 

 
 

            24.The runs scored in a cricket match by 11 players is as follows: 

                       6, 15, 120, 50, 100, 80, 10, 15, 8, 10, 15 

a. Find the mean, mode and median of this data. Are the three same? 

            25.Raju father age is 5 years more than three times Raju age find the Raju age if his father is 44   

                 years old. 

           26. What is to be added to 178.09 to get 195.80 

            27.  A vehicles covers a distance of 43.2 km in 2.4 l of petrol how much distance will it cover in    

                   1 l of petrol. 

          28. Each side of a regular polygon is 2.5 cm in length. The perimeter of the polygon is 12.5 cm.     

               How many sides does the polygon have ?   

          29. Find a) 10.05 x 1.05   b) 0.75 ÷ 100   c) 1.625 x 100  

       d) 9.86 ÷1.2 

         30.  Salil wants to put a picture in a frame. The picture is  cm wide. To fit in the frame the   

        picture cannot be more than  cm wide. How much should the picture be trimmed? 
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PHYSICS  MM:26 

            ANSWER THE FOLLOWING IN SHORT: (1*3=3) 

1. What do you mean by speed? Write its SI unit. 

2. What do you mean by radiation of heat? 

3. What do you mean by heat? Write its SI unit. 

           ANSWER THE FOLLOWING IN SHORT: (4*2=8) 

4. What do you mean by motion of an object? Write a suitable example for it? 

5. Express 60 km/hr. in terms of meter per second. (m/s) 

6. What do you mean by clinical thermometer? Draw the diagram for it? 

7. Draw a graph for following data and express which kind of motion it is? 

TIME (HR) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

DISTANCE COVERED (KM) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING IN SHORT: (5*3=15) 

8. What do you mean by cyclone? How it is so called destructive in nature? 

9. Draw the neat diagram of land breeze and explain how they are forming in nature. 

10. What do you mean by non-uniform and uniform motion? draw a suitable graph for such type of motion 

11. Write an activity to show that air exerts pressure? Write in brief. 

12. Odometer of a vehicle recorded 1220km at 8:30 am but the vehicle covered some new distance. And 

odometer shows 1260 km at 8:50 am. Find the speed of the vehicle at end of the 20 minute. 
 

CHEMISTRY                MM-26 

1. Answer the following questions in short-                  (4×1=4) 

(a) Name the stage next to caterpillar in the life cycle of silk moth. 

(b) What do you mean by sericulture? 

(c)What do you mean by reeling of silk? 

(d)What is a neutral substance? 

2. Answer the following questions -                                (4×2=8) 

(a)  Name two wool yielding animals found in South America. 

(b)Name the base and acid present in window cleaner and ant sting respectively. 

(c)What are indicators? 

(d)Cocoon is used to obtain silk thread. How? 



 

3. Answer the following questions-                  (3×3=9) 

(a)Sorter’s disease is an occupational hazard. Explain. 

(b)Show the life history of a silk moth with the help of figures of each stage. 

(c) What is neutralization? Give an example of a neutralization reaction. 

 

4. Answer the following question in detail-                  (1×5=5) 

Differentiate between acid and base. 

OR 

Write and describe various steps for processing fibres into wool. 

Biology 

Fill in the blanks 

1.---- isa parasitic plant (0.5x4=2) 

2The stomach releases ---  acid. 

3The gall bladder temporarily stores -------------. 

4The largest gland  in human body is ---- 

 

II Answer the following in brief (5x2=10) 

1What are ruminants and autotrophs? 

2.What is photosynthesis?Name one parasitic plant. 

3What is weather? Write elements of weather. 

4.Write the function of villi and its location Write what is pseudopodia. 

5.What is symbiotic relationship and lichens. 

III Answer the following(4x3=12) 

1.How can you test the presence of starch in leaves?Draw diagram of stomata and label. 

2.What are two types of teeth write about them.What is ingestion and digestion. 

3.Write the adaptive features of elephant to live in tropical rain forest. 

4.Write any four adaptive features of polar bear. 

IV Answer the following(2X2=4) 

1Write the most important feature of lion tailed macaque and why do penguin huddle together. 

2.Write in brief about liver in human. 
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History 

SECTION A  

A. Choose the correct answer from the given options: (1m×3=3) 

 1 Mehmood of Ghajini was the ruler of 

 a Delhi   b Iraq     c Afghanistan   d. Nepal 

2 Delhi became an important city only in _________century. 

a 12th   b13th    c 14th    d 15th 

3 Who was Akbar's revenue minister? 

a.Birbal  b. Todar Mal   c. Abdul fazl   d. Tansen 

SECTION B  

B. Very short answer type questions (1m×4=4) 

 

1. What was the administrative language of Delhi sultans? 

2. Who was the founder of Mughal empire? 

3. Name the Mughal ruler who followed the copercenary inheritance. 

4. During whose reign Delhi sultanate faced maximum mangol invasion? 

SECTION C  

C. Short answer type questions: (2m×4=8) 

1. What was iqta? Who were iqtadars or muqti? 

2. Define the term client 

3. Why did the Mughals emphasise their Timurid and not their Mongol descent? 
4. Who were Mansabdars? 

SECTION D  

Long answer type questions: (3m×4=12) 

1. What is Dogma? What is Bigot? 

2. Describe Akbar Nama. 

3. Write three types of taxes imposed during Delhi sultanate period 

4. Identify the given picture and answer the following 

questions  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Where is this temple located? 

b. Who built this temple? 

c. What is it famous for? 

 

CIVICS 

SECTION A  

A. Choose the correct answer from the given options: (1m×3=3) 

1.On which of the following does our  good health depends 

 a clean drinking water   b pollution free environment 



c hygienic food   d all of these 
 
 

2. Which one of the following is a non-communicable disease? 

a COVID 19   b cancer  c tuberculosis      d common cold 
 

3. Who becomes the chief minister? 
 

a Leader of ruling party   b Leader of losing party 

c Prime minister of the country  d President of the country 
 

SECTION B  

B. Very short answer type questions: (1m×3=3) 

1. Who runs public health care system 

2. What is the full form of MLA 

3. Who is the head of the state 

 

 

 

SECTION C    

C. Short answer type questions: (2m×4=8) 

 

1.  Why are girls and boys given different toys to play with ? 

2. Define the term press conference. 

3. What are private health facilities ? 

4. Give two differences between private and public health facilities . 

SECTION D  

D. Long answer type questions: (3m×4=12) 

1.  How is chief minister and other ministers get elected ? Explain. 

2. Discuss the Costa Rica approach about health. 

3. Define the term double burden ? 

4. What is legislature ? 
 

GEOGRAPHY 

SECTION A  

A. Choose the correct answer from the given options 

1. Oxbow lakes are found in 

        a. Glacier             b. River valley           c. Desert           d. Sea caves 

       2.   The innermost layer of the earth is known as 

          a. Crust             b. Mantle            c. Rock            d. Core 

     3.     Which one  of the following is a threat to environment? 

          a. Growing plants           b. Growing crops          c. Growing population           d. Growing economy 

 

SECTION B  

B. Very short answer type questions: (2m×4=8) 

 

1. What is biosphere ? 

2. What are rocks ? 

3. What are fossils ? 

4. Name the highest waterfall in the world. 

SECTION C  

C. Short answer type questions: (3m×4=12) 

 

1. Define the term weathering. 

2. How are flood plains formed ? 

3. What is Delta ? 

4. What do you mean by rock cycle ? 

SECTION D  



D. Long answer type questions: (3m×4=12) 

1.  Give reason why we cannot go to the centre of the earth? 

2. Define the terms Sea caves and sea arches. 

3. Briefly explain the earthquake preparedness. 

4. Draw a well labelled illustration of features made by a river. (show at least 3 features ) 
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Writing questions will not give you marks so, please don’t copy questions in your answer sheet. 

But Write your answers in proper sentence. All questions are compulsory. 

1) Fill in the blanks:                                                                         (5*1=5) 

a) ___________is the address of the web page. 

b) Attribute that specifies the text in uppercase or lowercase or capitalize the text is_______ 

c) ____________attribute specifies the background color for an element. 

d) The full form of HTML is_______________ 

e) The full form of HTTP is                     

   . 

2) Choose the correct answer:                                                                        (5*1=5)  

a) Which of the following is an empty tag? 

(i) <br> (ii) <head>  (iii) <p> 

b) Which is the correct tag to define style? 

(i) <css> (ii) <style>  (iii) <color> 

c) Style that is given in single line. 

(i) internal (ii) inline  (iii) external 

d) Which selector is applied only to the particular element? 

(i) Class  (ii) Id   (iii) Element 

e)      Which tag is used to link the css file to HTML code? 

 (i) <l>  (ii) <link>  (iii) <href> 

3) Answer the following:                                                                                 (5*2=10) 

a) What is internet? Differentiate between static web page and dynamic web page.                               

b) Write the structure of HTML. Also, write any four rules of HTML.                                                

c) Write the structure of CSS. Also, write any four rules of CSS.         



 

 d) What are the ways to insert style sheet to the code? Explain.                                                                               

e) What are the things we should do and not do while surfing internet? Write two points for 

each. 

4) Program:          (4*5=20) 

a) Write an HTML code using following data:                                                           (2+3) 

i. Title name: Computer Hacking  Heading: Computer Hacking 

ii. Content: Computer hacking is breaking into a computer system, usually without         

permission. 

iii. Style: Make a separate CSS file and link it in HTML.CSS file name should be style.css 

iv. Styling: Background should be an image. File name is “Hack.jpg”.  

Background should not repeat.  

Position of background should be 70px vertically and 650pxhorizontally. 

Background color of Heading should be “aqua”. 
  

b) Write syntax for inserting image in HTML. What are the ways by which source or path of the 

image can be specified?       (3+2) 
 

c) Gopal wrote three paragraph about his school. He wanted to apply a different style for each 

paragraph. Which selector should he use? Write the code for it.    (1+4) 
 

d) Write the syntax for each ways to insert style sheet to code.   (2+1+2) 

 



 


